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Agenda: 

 

Old Business: 

Hp hood transition Vaughn Sherman said that the transition has gone better than 

expected. 

 

Peter M. they had to visit 273 farms which accepted the OV offer. They rasised the 

utilization price by $.50  The Class I market is difficult to balance. Oneida is still packing 

milk and Winchester plant but not working with morning star. 

 $23.50 is the pay price. They would take a look after Aug to see about releasing 

production quotas 

 

Sharad reported that sales were up by 5%  over the last year according to Market News 

will forward. 

 

PS sales up in mid west East cost if they continue they will take off production limitation. 

 

PM said the West cost sales are not as good. There are bigger farms and oo much O milk. 

The free agent milk is lowering the price paid to farmers in the west. 
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SJ asked if there had been any comparison between Europe and the US o milk markets. 

Some discussion about the difference between the systems. 

 

Sharad brought up the possibility of supply mag in conventional could affet the organic 

 

BY growing markets more farmers more private labels some is do to Wegmans growth. 

 

KA her group 4 farms has sold milk to Cloverland packages for Safeway lower prices. 

 

Sh asked about the change on the org mkt by the PP rule. We tabled the talk till Mark 

Stevenson 

 

PM Raw milk Market is growing but dangerous. Whole Foods dropped from Shelves. 

OV has introduced drinkable yogurt, omega enhanced milk with fish based CLA, 407 

skews on market.  

 

Pasture Rule 

All processors agree that this rule will reduce the milk shed by around 1-2% 

 

DMS is going to get out soon a set of records to verify pasture to their producers. 

 

CB said that NOFA is already capturing the info they need to refine so that there isn’t too 

much paper work.  

 

MH felt the farmers should be making suggestions to their certifiers so that they don’t get 

saddled with access  

 

Tie Stall/ Stanchion issue 

***What is the Tetered rule to get back to the TF 

PM said that OV is working on animal care issues.  

 

MO. said that Humane isues are effecting  

 

Fay said that the TF needs to do an educational program on the benefits of tie stalls/ with 

pasture. 

 

Mary-Howel Report 

Web site Lakeview organic grain.com 

Supply is adequate, price is good and are consitant.  

Cautioned farmers who are looking to grow grains they need to be educated about 

mycotoxins. 

More Acreage is coming in. Bills are being paid  

Growing demand for Human consumption grains. 
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Update on AMS Producer Processor Rule 

 

 

Cheese Plant Discussion 

Some of the problems are: 

Who sells it 

Store it. 

There have been a number of trials that have failed 

Price for org milk is higher in the NE compared to the Mid West 

Othe r ideas to use flush. 

A poweder plant to make dry milk. There would need to be on the order of 750.000 lbs 

/day  

International mkts could support $20/ cwt whick loswer than our org price. 

 

MH brought up the need for slaughter facilities and the opportunity. The new plant in 

Deleware Co ? Eklands The Cornell Small Farm workteam booklette was shown online. 

 

 

 

 

 

Future of Task Force 

 

PS yes, KA yes. SJ Yes, BWyes, CB yes CD yes, Sharad, more than discussions though 

PM ReCH OUT  to more producer. VS learns from coming, more speacilist CW, no one 

else is doing it. MH.  

 

KA some of the issues that we hae worked on have resolved themselves GRAIN 

Producer Processors, Pasture Rule.  

 

Committee to reachout to new folks. Ben Whittemore, Dave Stotfuz, BY. Expand 

Missouri. Very informative BZ. Good  

 

Discussion of NOFA needs to be more representative of org dairy farmers. 

 

CD spoke on Alfred’s move to build their operation and he mentioned that the meeting 

on April 8
th

. 

 

 

 


